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Success Story: Gigi
My husband ,Tom, and I adopted our first cat Nico
shortly after we started dating 15 years ago in 2005. A
year later we brought another cat, Marley, into our
house and were quite happy for several years. Unfortunately, Marley became ill and had to cross the rainbow bridge in 2013. We were devastated and it impacted our future pet adoption choices for quite a
while.
Late in 2019 we started talking about adopting another cat. We thought Nico would like the
company and we wanted another animal in the house. I found Pittsburgh Cat on Facebook
and started looking for orange cats, like Marley, to bring home. From that search, we found
KVCKR. Initially another cat drew our attention, but he wasn't ready for a home yet, and in
our tour of the facility with Renee, we met Sunflower - now Gigi - and I melted. We took a
few days to think about it, but really there wasn't any other choice, we knew we had to
have her.
In her first days in her new home Gigi was timid but curious. In the two months since she
joined us she has shown herself to be a rambunctious, loving, and aggressive snuggler. She
keeps us on our toes finding things in odd areas of the house (like the bathtub plug in the
basement for example) and has brought a lot of joy to our
house. Gigi is also slowly winning over Nico. The hisses have
decreased, Nico shares his treats, and we occasionally find
them napping on the bed or couch together.
We are so glad we made this decision, and should we decide
to add some more cats to the household, we will definitely be visiting our new friends at KVCKR.
-Emilee

Big Cheeks
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Success Story: Fawn
My girlfriend, Lisa, and I visited the shelter on a Saturday in early April where we were
greeted by Renee. I have to say that Renee was so nice and very patient with us as she
showed us around the shelter.
We started in the basement of the main house and I was really drawn towards Lokey,
but we continued to the other buildings. The last area that Renee took us was the adult
building were most roam uncaged; I loved it. I just sat on the floor and was mobbed by
so many friendly adult cats. I felt like Jim Carrey in Pet Detective when he walks into his
apartment and after his landlord leaves. Anyway, Lisa then sat down and we just spent
an hour getting to know all the adults. As the crowd began to thin, we narrowed it down to
two or three. Then, just out of the blue and coming out of what seemed like nowhere, Fawn
just weaved her way through and almost jumped into Lisa's lap. It was the cutest thing. It
was like she orchestrated the entire thing and probably said to herself, "wait until they see
me” saving the best for last. Well, it was pretty much over after that. We can hardly believe
that she has been passed over so often because we could not have asked for a sweeter
friend. We looked at each other last night and agreed how lucky we are to have found her…
Still kind of can't believe it.
As we drove home, she didn't even feel spooked or nervous at all; no meows or cries. She
just sat calmly in her carrier with the cutest smirk on her face. What amazed me most was
how she acted when she arrived home. She stepped out of the carrier, looked around, then
roamed around a bit, both upstairs and downstairs, never looked nervous at all. It was if she has
lived here for years…it was so funny.
She loves to be petted, almost nonstop and loves to lie on the couch and love seat
with us. She really can't get enough attention. Has slept with us each night and has
the cutest little snore, probably due to her mild respiratory infection (we are
treating that with antibiotics and it is getting better already). One really funny thing
is how she watches TV. I'm assuming she has never seen a 55 inch TV before and
she is fascinated by it. We will catch her watching, especially action sequences, on
TV, and it cracks us up.
She is such a doll and we feel so blessed to have adopted her. She puts a smile on our faces all day and all night.
-Rick

Petfinder Senior Grant Update: Ragtime
Last quarter, we featured Ragtime as our Cat of the Quarter. Ragtime’s story was a bit sad...she was
born in October 2006 and lived at the shelter pretty much her whole life. We thought Ragtime finally
found her forever home in January 2019 but was returned just three months later. Her previous owner said Ragtime was a very sweet cat but she didn’t want Ragtime in the way while she had her house
renovated.
We were lucky enough to receive Petfinder’s Senior Pet Adoption Assistance Grant in order to help
promote Ragtime in hopes to find her a new forever home.
Our prayers were answered for Ragtime when Harvey and Sarah contacted us after seeing Ragtime’s story. The deal was
sealed when they heard that senior cats are difficult to adopt out. Not only did they take Ragtime home, they adopted Gracie,
another senior cat, as well.

Ragtime & Gracie (cont.)
“We both love cats but traveled quite extensively for work. Things have now slowed down for us and it
was a great time to finally adopt. Gracie caught our eye (she looked so sad), then I found Ragtime’s story and just couldn’t believe it. Got in touch with Renee, drove up to the shelter and the rest is history! “
We got a recent update from Harvey and Sarah saying both Gracie and Ragtime are settling in well,
each with their own little quirks of course. They continued by saying that Ragtime is such a loving cat
and really coming out of her shell. She still gets a little nervous venturing outside of her cat room, but
they suspect that won’t last much longer. “She is full of life and really doesn’t act her age (in a good
way )!” Harvey stated. “Gracie is finally coming out of her hiding
spots when we go into the cat room. She sees Ragtime getting all the
love and sneaks out for a little of her own. She is going to take a bit
more time to really get comfortable though.”

Their favorite photo of Ragtime is the grumpy Ragtime (right), but only because it’s laughably opposite of her actual demeanor!
Thank you so much Harvey & Sarah for giving these Senior kitties another chance in a
“furever” home!

“Way down deep, we’re all motivated by the same urges. Cats have the courage to live by them.” - Jim Davis

Volunteer
Spotlight:
Tori Goch

I began volunteering at KVCKR in July of 2015 when I was just 16 years old. It’s honestly crazy to think
that much time has passed, but at the shelter, time moves at the speed of light. As a volunteer, I am
responsible for cleaning Building 2 on Sundays. While I am there, I give lots of attention to all cats,
even the very timid and sometimes mean, feral ones. When young ferals come into the shelter, I enjoy
“burrito-ing” them in a blanket and attempting to socialize them. I believe that all of the cats that
come into our shelter deserve a chance at affection and love.
My family and I have adopted two cats from the shelter. Our first was a long-haired, gray Maine Coon,
who is named Little Cat. He is nothing but an angel and gives many cuddles and kisses. His favorite
pass time is to annoy our other cat June Bug. She is a long-haired, completely white cat who is deaf.
Her favorite pass time is chewing any cord left unattended. Her hearing impairment makes it difficult
to stop her during these times, and she has destroyed many of my phone chargers.
When it comes to the cats in the shelter, all of them hold a special place in my heart. Although, the
first one that comes to mind is Trevor, whose shelter name and the name that many people knew him
by was Bull-dog. He was a brute of a cat and one of the biggest felines I have ever laid my eyes on. He
was super cuddly, and his size made him the perfect hugger. Trevor had a funky and funny personality
and was always ready to play or sit on your lap. I would always say that he was more like a dog, and if
you were to take him for walks, no one would know the difference. He was a great companion and
buddy at the shelter, but unfortunately he passed away about 3 years ago.
While I am not at the shelter, most of my time is dedicated to school. I am a student at the University
of Pittsburgh at Greensburg and am pursuing a bachelor’s degree in biology and a minor in chemistry.
I hope, to one day, pursue a career in anatomical pathology, where I will perform biopsies or autopsies. During my summers, I spend the majority of my time working at Stanford Home Center in the
paint and lawn and garden department. This job is my main motivation for staying in school! When
I’m not working or in school, I enjoy spending time outdoors and learning about nature and ecology.

Cat & Kitten Rescue

Wishlist

Kiski Valley Cat & Kitten

The shelter can always use the following items

Rescue is always apprecia-

•

Canned Cat Food

•

Dry Food: Purina Naturals and/or Kitten Chow

•

Toys/treats

go only to the care of the

•

Vinegar for Cleaning

cats/kittens. The shelter

•

Office Supplies (stamps, envelopes, paper, etc.)

functions on the dedication

•

Monetary Donations

of volunteers and the gen-

•

Volunteers to help clean/take care of the cats

•

Volunteers to help with “handyman” projects

•

Help finding loving homes for them!

tive of any and all donations. As a truly non-profit
organization, all resources

erosity from our donors.

Macca Jr. (MJ)

Bed of Cats: Can you find the human?

This photo was submitted by our New Hampshire Volunteer as well as Cat Mom to 19 KVCKR kitties! Her husband took this
when she was trying to “sleep in” one morning. Looks like some of her cats decided to join her.

EVENTS
Please check out our website, www.kiskicats.org, for any upcoming
or recurring events that we have.

